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We read an article, we peruse the newspaper, we listen

to speeches, we hear the TV. Do we believe what we

read, hear or see?  How do you sort it all out? What do

you really believe?  You want to convince others... how

do you do it? In this Unit, we focus on the logical

approaches to analyzing information, data and

arguments.  

Related to the MPS unit are units:

MPS 6 "Analysis: classification" where we

saw that sets of information could be divided

into different parts by using criteria or a basis

of classification. We also noted a variety of

visual, tabular, figurative and other methods to

help us keep track of relationships among the

different parts of information. A method that

is important to us is to classify information

into facts, opinion and opinionated facts and

to separate observations from inference. . 

MPS 13 "Analysis: consistency" where we

discovered techniques and methods of

checking that our answers were consistent

with past experience. Here we focussed on

checking individual answers with the

numerical world. We extend this in this MPS

30 unit to consider checking for consistency in

a series of statements or sets of data. 

MPS 21 "Analysis: sequences and series"

where we identified patterns and rules to

create sequences and series of events or

activities. In this MPS 30 unit, we extend this

to considering series and sequences of facts or

arguments.    

MPS 45 "Coping creatively with conflict"

where we noted that we could have conflict

because of differences in a variety of

elements, as illustrated in Figure 30-1. Here

we concentrate on disagreements at both ends

of the spectrum: about ideas, opinions,

perceptions, interpretations and problem goals

to values and personal goals. In this unit we do

not consider disagreements because of style,

traits or personalities.

MPS 57 "Getting a buy-in" where we focus on

the three methods of convincing others: logic,

emotions and ethos. We discovered that ethos

or trust was probably the most effective way

to convince others.

30.1 The basics of Why we believe

The three basic ideas about why we believe are: 

1.  we think in terms of our past experience;

2. we accept ideas because of logic, emotions

or credibility of the source.

3.  many  "mind tricks" can interfere with our

thinking so that we make mistakes in our

"reasoning"; we have "cloudy reasoning."

30.1-1 Past experience.

We can think only in terms of our past experience, in

terms of words, concepts, symbols and experiences that

we have experienced.  We need to have new concepts

explained in terms that we understand; we need to

overcome stereotypes and fixated thinking where we

think in terms of our most common experience, rather

than allowing ourselves to consider other equally

possible perspectives.  For example, make sense out of

the following problem

An open window, a gust of wind, glass on the

floor, water on the floor, Mary's dead. Why?

If we have a goldfish named "Mary" then the puzzle is

easy. If we do not, then it may be difficult to make

sense of the situation.  Therefore, a key prerequisite to

reasoning is that we define our terms, seek out clear

definitions from others about "what the terms mean."

If they are unwilling or unable to do this, then don't

waste your time listening to their arguments or to

reading their papers. 
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Figure 30-1 Coping with disagreements and the use of

logical reasoning. 
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30.1-2  Why we accept ideas  

We believe ideas because they are logical, emotionally

appealing or because we believe and have great faith

and trust in the source of the information. (the so-called

"ethos" appeal). Table 30-1 illustrates these.

Our focus will be on the logical analysis of information.

Some of the causes of "cloudy reasoning" will be that

emotional and credibility arguments will be invoked to

try to get us to accept a logical conclusions. 

30.1-3 Mind tricks that cause Cloudy Reasoning

Our thinking can be impeded by a host of

psychological, physical or semantic facts. Here are

some of the main ones:

1.  poor definition of terms and shifting definitions of

terms;

2. stereotypes and other emotional and credibility ploys;

3. too few guideposts to lead us through complicated

concepts and other emotional and credibility ploys to

get us to accept this;

4. incorrect arguments by analogies;

5. unwarranted generalizations;

6. misuse of  statistics;

7. extraneous detail or red herrings;

8. typographical mistakes;

9. refusal to admit error;

10. confusion of facts with opinions.

Table 30-2 summarizes a range of cloudy thinking traps

or places where we can stumble either in "reading

papers" or in "drawing conclusions" 

.
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Table 30-1 The three reasons why we accept ideas

Logical/ logos Emotion/pathos Ethos/credibility

deductive: accept general

statement and then apply

it to specific incidents

inductive: work from the

data and infer

generalizations; Scientists

tend to rely on this

method

If..then

Either..or

by statistics,

by circumstantial detail

by analogy;

by comparison, 

by generalizations

"Obviously it must be

true..."

"It stands to reason that.." 

"By a few simple

manipulations we

obtain..." 

"Nobody but a fool

would... "

"Do what your heart says

is right.."

by authority;

the jury system (Nizer,

1973)

"I used the same

approach as Professor

Big Name .."

"Dr. High Authority

does this, therefore it

must be right.."

Cloudy reasoning: some

examples here.

Cloudy reasoning: many

example here. 

Cloudy reasoning:

will use this type of

appeal and claim it to be

"logical" 

Cloudy reasoning: will

use this of appeal and

claim it to be "logical"

 

Table 30-2 Examples of Cloudy Thinking (Based on Thouless,  "Straight and Crooked Thinking," ) 63% are faults in

logic, 16% are emotional (pathos) appeals and 21% are ethos appeals

Cloudy thinking traps: Type Corrective action:

1. Use of emotionally toned words. [Use of emotion] p take out the emotion

2. Making a statement in which "all" is implied but

"some" is true  [usually found in deductive reasoning]

l put in the word "all" and show this is not

true

3. Proof by selected instances (whereas the proof

should have been by statistical problem of association) 

[found in inductive reasoning]

l dishonestly by selecting instances opposing

your opponent's contention;

honestly by providing the numerical facts or

pointing out that opponent does not have the

numerical facts; 

4. Extension of an opponent's proposition by

contradiction or by misrepresenting it.  [found in

inductive reasoning]

l restate the more moderate position that is

being defended
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Cloudy thinking traps: Type Corrective action:

5. Evasion of sound refutation of an argument by the

use of sophistical formula   [Use of credibility element

to confound] 

e analyze the formula and demonstrate its

unsoundness

6 Diversion to another question, side issue or by

irrelevant objection  [found in inductive reasoning]

l don't be diverted; restate the real question at

issue

7. Proof by inconsequential argument l ask what is the connection between the

proposition and this alleged proof

8. Argument that we should not make efforts against X

which is admittedly evil because there is an even

worse evil Y against which our efforts should be

directed

l There is the reason for making efforts to

abolish both X and Y

9. Recommendation of a moderate position between

two extremes

l Deny that compromise is a useful principle

as a method for discovering the truth.

Usually can show that our own view can be

represented as a mean between two

extremes

10. Emphasis on the logical correctness of the

arguments whose premises contain doubtful or untrue

statements of fact. [found in either form] 

l refusing to discuss logic of arguments but

point out the defects in the alleged facts.

11. Use of illogically unsound form l display a tree diagram

12. Argument in a circle l display as a tree diagram

13. Begging the question l

14. Discussing a verbal proposition as if it were a

factual one, or failing to disentangle the verbal and

factual elements

l Point out issues of difference in use of

words and how much is fact. Use fact versus

opinion analysis.

15. Putting forward a tautology (such as that too much

of the thing attacked is bad) as if it were a factual

argument

l point out that the statement is necessarily

true from its verbal form

16. Use of speculative arguments l point out what cannot be inferred from what

ought to be

17. Change in meaning of a term during the course of

an argument

l get term defined; or substitute equivalent

form of words at one of the points where the

word is used and check if this form of the

word will make true the other statements in

which the tem is used; 

18. Use of a dilemma which ignores a continuous

series of possibilities between the two extremes

presented

l refusing to accept either alternative but

point out the continuity. "Is this grey paper

black or white?
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Cloudy thinking traps: Type Corrective action:

19. Use of the fact of continuity between them to

throw doubt on the real difference between two things

(the argument of the beard)

l point out the difference is real. "Just

because this is grey does not mean that there

is a real difference between black and

white."

20. Illegitimate use of or demand for a definition l facts are in reality more complex; if

attempts to have you define, refuse formal

definition but use another method to make

meaning clear.

21. Suggestion of the repeated affirmative

[use of repetition]

l identify. Just you repeat your thesis doesn't

make it right. Let's consider the facts 

22. Suggestion by the use of a confident manner [use

of credibility instead of reasoning]

e identify. Just because you say this

confidently doesn't make it right. let's

consider the facts

23. Suggestion by prestige [use of credibility instead

of reasoning]

e identify. Just because you have many

credentials in your area of expertise doesn't

make your "say so" correct. let's look at the

facts.

24. Prestige by false credentials  [use of credibility

instead of reasoning]

e expose the falsity

25. Prestige by pseudo-technical jargon  [use of

credibility instead of reasoning]

e  modestly ask to explain in simple terms

26. Affectation of failure to understand backed by

prestige.  [use of credibility instead of reasoning]

e provide more ample explanation

27. Use of questions drawing out damaging

admissions. 

l refuse to make admissions reduce the

suggestibility to the questioner

28. Appeal to mere authority  [use of credibility

instead of reasoning]

e does the authority have a sound reason for

making the assertion attributed to him/her?

29. Overcoming resistance to a doubtful proposition

by a preliminary statement of a few easily accepted

ones [ploy].

l know what's coming

30. Statement of doubtful proposition in such a way

that it fits with the thought-habits or prejudices of the

hearers [use of emotion].

p question what appears to be obvious; restate

the proposition in words where it will not be

accepted.

31. Use of a generally-accepted formulae of

predigested thought as a premise in the argument

[ploy]

l provide real evidence that the situation is

more complex

32. No action: "There is much to be said on both

sides, so no decision can be made either way." or any

other method for "academic detachment" [ploy]

l Taking no action has practical consequences

that are just as real as taking  an action;

indeed, no action is no more likely than any

other to be the right solution of the

difficulty.
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Cloudy thinking traps: Type Corrective action:

33. Use of imperfect analogy [found in inductive

reasoning]

l examine the details and point out where the

analogy breaks down

34. Use of forced analogy [found in inductive

reasoning]

l point out how many other analogies

supporting different conclusions might have

been used.

35. Angering opponent so that they lose their cool

[ploy] 

p recognize what they are trying to do; don't

lose your cool

36. Special pleading p apply opponents special arguments to other

propositions which he/she is unwilling to

admit

37. Commending or condemning a proposition

because of its practical consequences to the hearer

p recognize our own prejudices and self-

interest and of distrusting our judgement on

questions in which we are practically

concerned.

38. Attributing prejudices or motives to one's

opponent

p point out that other prejudices may equally

well determine the opposite view and, that

in any case, the question of why a person

holds an opinion is an entirely different

question from that of whether the opinion is

or is not true.

30.2 The Process of Reasoning or Critical Thinking

Critical thinking we define as "the process of using

cohesive, logical reasoning to analyze data,

assumptions, premises and  alternative points-of-view

to reach valid conclusions. One should be able to state

your own belief and offer a critique of a counter belief."

This process is the search for inconsistencies among the

data, the conclusions and the implications.    

 

As an aside we contrast critical thinking with "decision-

making which is the process of apply criteria to select

the "best" from a set of options." and with "problem

solving which is the process of obtaining the best

solution to a unknown is obtained subject to

constraints."  Thus, in the MPS program we see critical

thinking as being one of the crucial thinking skills

needed when we solve problems. 

Figure 30-2 shows the overall process of reasoning or

thinking "critically" or the process used to reach a

logically valid conclusion.

The general, 8-step process we use to think critically is

(based on Scriven (1976), Halpern (1996), Anderson

 (1980), Paul (1992), Paul et al. (2006) and  Sackett et

al. (1997))

1 Trigger event or purpose and goal 

2. Identify the context 

         2a use 5W and H, & Why? why? why?

         2b check the definitions

         2c check your point of view

3.  Goal, identify the conclusion you wish to check

4. List pertinent evidence

5. List assumptions (look behind the evidence to see the

point of view)

6. Analyze the relationship between the evidence and

the conclusions to check for validity.   Identify the type

of reasoning used to connect the data/premises to the

conclusions: inductive, deductive, mixture? and assess

the quality of the reasoning.  Use a *** rating for the

strength of each premise: *** strong, ** medium, *

weak,  non-existent 0. Watch out for a single weak link.

       6a Diagram the argument

      6b Check the process used inductive or deductive,

              quality of the reasoning

       6c C\consider counter arguments

       6d Consider/contrast your personal point of view

       6e Concepts and ideas; are the correct

             fundamentals used?   

7. State the validity of the conclusion

8.  Consequences and implications
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 30.4  Step 1.  Trigger event

The first Step is to read, listen to the passage. get the

setting or the context; what general topic is this about? is

reasoning involved (ie., are there data and some

conclusions based on the data? ). We ask ourselves 

“Do I believe that?”  “Does that make sense?”  ‘”Is that

reasonable?”  

Sometimes there is nothing to challenge.  For example

Mary says “It feel terrible today.”  There is no conclusion

I need to test.  If that’s how she feels then OK, that’s how

she feels. There is no reasoning or critical thinking needed

on my part.  There was on her part, but not on mine.  

Take time to check the need for your critical thinking.  If

the answer is “I’m not sure if I believe that.”  or “Let me

check if that makes sense.” then continue on with Step 2. 

If not, then do something else. 

30.5  Step 2 Identify the context or setting

Step 2a Identify the context or setting.  Spend some time

putting the situation into context.  Activities that might

help include

5W and H; IS and IS NOT; and Why? Why? Why?

Step 2b Define the terms. Understand the words,

definitions; are these the usual definitions? are these

unique? do you understand all the words and concepts?

If terms are unknown, consult a dictionary, If any terms

seem ambiguous or unclear, rewrite them in clear terms.

"To improve the efficiency of the production line, we

will.... "  What does the author mean by "efficiency"?  or

here is another example. "To minimize the risk of cancer,

this study shows that you should.... What does the author

mean by "minimize the risk of cancer"?

Be particularly careful about vague or ambiguous words.

The author may use the word first with one meaning and

then shift the meaning later on.  To handle this effectively,

redefine in your own words the terms.  For example, from

Anderson:

1. No cat has nine tails.

2. My cat has one tail more than no cat.

3. Therefore, my cat has ten tails.

In this statement, the words "no cat" has one definition in

sentence #1 and a different definition in sentence #2. In

each discipline, there are a core of terms that have

"slippery meanings". Define them precisely. 

Look at the context. Does the author mean "all patients are

cured when.." "some patients are cured.."  or "sometimes

patients are cured."  "The person has symptoms of

cancer." Ask.. What is the threshold level? what is the

definition of cancer? 

Define criteria for success or for decisions.

Step 2c Check your point of view

Try to state the point of view of the author and your

personal point of view.  Where are you coming from? 

What’s your past experience and what is his/her past

experience?  Check over the list of references? are they

all self-references? Do they seem to explain the

contributions of others and put this work into context or

are they treating this as though it is the only work done,

when indeed that is rarely true!

30.6   Step 3: Identify the goal or conclusions What is

the person or author or source trying to get us to accept? 

In a paper, the Abstract should tell us or the conclusions

should be listed in the Conclusion section. The

Conclusions should be separated into those conclusions

that no one has found before, those that support

previously found conclusions and those that disagree with

or refute previous findings. Unfortunately, few speakers

or authors use care in presenting the conclusions. They

tend to present just their own findings (and fail to put

them in the context of previous work) or they list only the

major conclusions and fail to help us to see all the

implications of their data. Try to identify the major

conclusion.

Incidently, the conclusions should be related to the

authors objectives for the work. 

To locate conclusions:

1. Look in the section labelled "conclusions" 

2. Look for or listen for trigger words. Scriven (1976) and

Halpern (1996)  give us sets of trigger words to help us

locate the conclusions. These trigger words include: 

- And so,

- I conclude, we conclude

- in conclusion

- it is clear that (beware of this statement

because the authors have added emotional

overtones to try to gain acceptance of the idea;

they imply that if you cannot see this conclusion,

then you are not thinking clearly..

- hence

- consequently

- shows that

- therefore

- thus,

- then

- for these reasons

3. look for the last sentence in the sequence. 

This sets the background; now starts the major work!
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Figure 30-2: An overall process for critical thinking:
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30.7. Step 4: Check the data or premises First we

identify the data or evidence, then we assess the quality of

the evidence. 

30-7-1: Locate the data

Identify the data or premises. These are the answer to the

question "why should we accept this conclusion?" 

In papers, the data are found in the Methods or

experimental approach and in the Results and Discussion.

The basis for the calculated data will  the theory section.

If should be checked as well. 

Trigger words to locate data in arguments or discourse are

(as suggested by Halpern, 1996): 

- because,

- for,

- since,

- Table or Figure ... show,

- if,

- as shown by,

- as indicated by,

- the reasons are,

- this conclusion may be inferred from...

- the evidence consists of..

- in the first place...

- assuming that..

- based on ...

- whereas..

- it follows from.. 

Once we have identified the data or premises, we then

want to determine the quality of the evidence. The

evidence should be consistent, pertinent to the situation,

and factual. We need to check:

- if they are facts, opinions or opinion; 

- if the correct type of pertinent facts have been

collected,

- if the sampling was done correctly; 

Consider first what we mean by facts; then we consider

checking that the data are valid and consistent and finally

we consider how to judge the pertinence of the facts.

30.7-2 Identify the Facts

Logical and reasonable ideas start with facts. But what are

facts? We define facts as events that can be observed.

Bunge defines facts as "whatever belongs to reality."

Thus, the act of reading is a fact but the ideas expressed

in the book are not facts. An event may be accepted as

fact if we can attribute any observer with being able to

hear, smell, feel, taste or see the observations recorded.

Such data are called primary sources of data. 

Consider a chemist who is observing a electrolytic cell.

The chemist says:

"when the current was applied to the

2 4Pb/H SO /Pb cell, immediately oxygen was

evolved at the anode and hydrogen at the

cathode."

The chemist has assumed that we know how to identify

the "anode" and the "cathode" and that we know what the

terminology means that a beaker containing liquid sulfuric

2 4acid (H SO ) has two, metal electrodes partly submerged

in the liquid acid. Both electrodes are made of "pure" lead

(Pb). The chemist assumes that neither the acid nor the

electrodes contain impurities to a level that will interfere

with an assumption of "purity".  A direct current as

applied to the two metal electrodes such that one electrode

is attached to the positive terminal and the other, to the

negative terminal.  Given this background information, we

can now consider the observations the chemist wrote. 

No observer, on the basis of the observations quoted,

could identify the gases because both oxygen and

hydrogen are colourless and odourless gases. More data

are needed before we can reasonably concluded that the

gases were oxygen and hydrogen. 

The purpose of this example is to remind us of the rich set

of terminology and symbolism that we use in our

profession (and that we assume the reader knows) and that

we need to focus on strictly the "observations".

For purposes of critical thinking, we consider three types

of facts:

1.  primary facts: events/data that we can attribute an

observer with being able to sense; in this example "a

colourless odourless gas was evolved from the cathode

which when tested burned with a blue flame.

2. "event facts:" a secondary source specifies an event

where a person wrote or spoke such that it is possible to

identify the originator of the data and locate the primary

source. Frank Jones, the chemist, said, "In this laboratory

experiment, the gas evolved from the cathode was

hydrogen." Because quotation marks are used, we accept

that this is a verbatim statement of what the chemist said.

This is a fact that he said it. (This is not a primary or

reasoned fact that what he said is true. We would have to

test the original evidence.)  It would not be a fact if we

wrote, Frank Jones said that the gas evolved from the

cathode was hydrogen. Without the quotation  marks we

do not know what Frank Jones said.  Hence, this example

statement would not be an"event fact".
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3. "reasoned facts or conclusions:" "logical" conclusions

correctly drawn from primary facts because acceptable

logical procedures have been used.  For example,

extending the above example of the chemist, the chemist

might conclude... "From this primary evidence, I identify

the gas as being hydrogen."  Since the whole purpose of

critical thinking is to identify valid conclusions, this type

of facts will not be discussed in this section. It is the focus

of the whole unit. 

Confusing the issue are opinionated facts. Facts are

pretty boring. The thermometer reads...  We like to add

our interpretation of the facts. The thermometer reads

40 C; that's hot!  The first part is the observed fact. Theo

second part is the opinion. Under some conditions, a

temperature of 40 C would be cold; for other conditions,o

it would be unexpected and so on.  Our task is to separate

the opinion from the facts.

Consider a brief sidenote to illustrate why it is important

to identify event facts and differentiate them from facts. 

Example:

____________________________________________________________________________________________

1. John said, "The gauge reads 50 psig".

2. John said, "The pressure is 50 psig."

3. John said that the pressure gauge reads 50 psig.

4. John said that the pressure is too high.

5. John said that the pressure gauge reads as high as 50 psig.

6. John said" The pressure gauge reads 50 psig. The gauge was

calibrated yesterday. The sampling line is clear. If I increase the

pressure slightly, the gauge needle increases slightly and I infer

that the pressure is 50 psig."

Facts

T F ?

T  F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

Event facts

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T  F ?

T F ?

T F ?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the importance of John said "....." being a fact?

Aren't we only interested in facts about the process? That

is an interesting question. In critical thinking, we usually

are looking for data about the process; operators and other

personnel want to tell us facts and their interpretation of

the facts because they want to help and because they want

to share their knowledge about the process. Nevertheless,

any of us can be wrong about the interpretation of facts.

Hence, we want to isolate the facts. On the other hand, our

interaction with people must be gentle; we do not want to

obviously reject someone's opinion. Later they may not

offer us even the facts. Consider the following scenario:

The operator, Charlie, tells you "we may have

potential trouble on the compressor because I

think I detected some slight vibration". Phil

thanks Charlie and, upon reaching the operations

room, Phil said that Charlie thinks the

compressor has a lot of vibration. Dick, upon

hearing this, immediately starts to shut down and

isolate that section of the plant.

Charlie is surprised. "Why did you shut down

the plant, Dick?" Dick explains that he, Charlie,

had instigated it all by telling Phil that there is a

lot of vibration on the compressor.

"But I didn't say that!" exclaimed Charlie. "Boy,

that's the last time I"ll ever say anything to Phil."

Perhaps this scenario illustrates why we must be careful

about the facts of what people say and about the process. 

Probabilities  are statements about the likelihood of an

event. Probabilities can express the term "all" by saying

that the probability is 1.00; the term "none" is represented

by the probability 0. The sum of the probabilities of all

possible options must be zero. If the probability that the

light is on is 0.4; then the probability that the light is off

is 1.00 - 0.4 or 0.6. 
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Anything else is opinion. Hence, in any passage where

evidence or data are presented, we can encounter Facts

(made up of primary facts and event facts); probabilities, 

opinionated facts and opinion. 

30.7-3 Check the pertinence, validity of the

data/premises

Are the facts valid and pertinent? We need to have

reliable and precise ways of measuring the data, the 

data must be representative and they should serve the

purpose. 

For example, if we need to measure the temperature

accurately within ± 1 C we would use a thermometer or ao

thermocouple; we would not use our hand. 

If we wanted the temperature throughout the whole room,

we would do the measurements at a representative variety

of locations. We would "sample" the temperature

appropriately. 

Finally, if we wanted to determine the temperature, we

would probably not measure the pH. We would measure

the temperature. 

Types of data that are needed are given in Table 30-3.

Table 30-3: 

Purpose Type of data needed Additional considerations

Identify cause-effect control studies where the

difference between the

classes must be only with

respect to the causal

variables. 

other variables must all

be randomize;

sampling

statistical analysis

Identify relationship quantitative data under

controlled conditions

boundary conditions must

match model assumptions

or hypothesis; adequate

sampling.

statistical analysis 

Critical thinking applied

to arguments and letters

to the editor. 

Check validity of the

premises

reasoning must not

include cloudy reasoning

premise checks

30.8 Step 5. Formulate the assumptions 

Assumptions are statements for which no proof or

evidence is given.  We need to check if the stated

assumptions are reasonable and consistent.  We need to

identify the unstated assumptions. What is the author

assuming? 

30.9  Step 6: Analyze the relationship between the

evidence and the conclusions to check for validity

There are five techniques that are helpful. Consider each

in turn.

Step 6a  Diagram the central core of the argument 

Plot the relationship between the data/premises and the

conclusions. Scriven suggests that we number the

assertions or bits of data. One sentence can contain more

than one piece of evidence or data. Don't give a number to

repetitions of the same evidence. Do not include irrelevant

data or, at this stage, number with a question mark.  An

example is given in Figure 30-3.

Use a *** rating for the strength of each premise: ***

strong, ** medium, * weak,  non-existent 0. Figure 30-4

illustrates this approach.
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Figure 30-3: An example display of an argument that connects the data to the conclusions

Jane E. Brody (1988) and based on Halpern (1996)

With 1 in 10 women destined to get breast cancer, the National Cancer Institute had planned to study the possible

link between breast cancer and dietary fat.  But, as noted in the consumer newsletter Nutrition in Action, the

researchers were worried about the probability of the 16,000 women in the intervention group sticking to s diet as

low in fat as the Japanese, with only 20% of the calories coming from fat.

There was also the concern about a study by Harvard researchers who found no relationship between fat intake and

breast cancer link.  But, other evidence suggests that such a link might exist.  A study of diet and breast cancer

mortality conducted by the director of the American Health Foundation showed the higher the daily fat intake, the

higher the death rate from breast cancer.  Studies of migrants also showed that when women leave a country with one

cancer rate, they soon acquire the breast cancer rate of their adopted country.

But is fat the cause?  Might total caloric intake be the answer since calories increase along with fat intake?  Some of

the difficulties can be resolved with animal studies in which diet and fat intake can be controlled.  The animal studies

are clear cut: Animals on high-fat diets are far more likely to get mammary cancer and die of igt than those consuming

low fat diet.

Few women can wait for definitive evidence.

Halpern's analysis is as follows:

[1] conclusion: Women should reduce dietary fat.  This is found in the last sentence, although these exact words do not

appear in this article

[2] premise: Low-fat diets reduce the risk of cancer

[3] counterargument: Reportedly Harvard researchers found no effect of dietary fat on the risk of breast cancer.  Harvard 

is considered a credible source of information,

[4] counterargument: Controlled studies on humans have not been conducted.

[5] premise for [2]: Cross-cultural research shows a link between dietary fat and breast cancer.  This is a reason for

believing that low-fat diets reduce the risk of cancer.

[6] premise for [2]: Migration studies show that the risk of cancer changes when people move from one country to

another.  This is another reason why we should believe that low-fat diets reduce the risk of cancer.

[7] assumption for [5]: Immigrants change their eating habits so that their diets become like those in their new country. 

This is an unstated assumption.  Because it seems acceptable we won’t include it on the diagram.

[8] premise for [2]: Controlled animal studies show an association between dietary fat and breast cancer.  This is another

reason for believing that low-fat diets reduce the risk of cancer.

[9] counterargument for [8]: Results found with other animals may not apply in the same way to humans.  (unstated

counterargument that weakens the support for animal studies. 

[10] qualifier: Fat levels may have to be reduced to less than 20% of calorific intake in order to get the reduced risk of

cancer.  (unstated, but modifies the conclusion)

[11] assumption for [3]: Controlled research with humans may never be possible.  This is an assumption that seems

acceptable, so it is not shown on the diagram.

[12] missing premise: There may be many other health benefits to a low-fat diet (for example, weight reduction and

reduced risk of coronary disease.)  
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Figure 30-3 Diagram of an argument
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30.9. Step 6b:  Assess the quality of the reasoning. (or

as Scriven suggests: criticize the inferences) 

Watch out for a single weak link. A key tactic is to search

for a single counterexample that would invalidate the

statement.  is the reasoning working from the specific to

the more general? If so, then it's inductive reasoning. Use

Table 30-1 to assess the strength of the methods used. 

inductive, deductive, mixture? and assess the quality of

the reasoning

Be sensitive to the commonly used fallacies or mistakes in

reasoning. These were listed in section 

Although any critical thinking is usually a mixture of

inductive and deductive reasoning, it is useful to discuss

the analysis methods based on the major methods used for

each method. We start with deductive reasoning; then

consider statistical methods for inductive reasoning.

Finally we explore other, more general informal and

formal methods of reasoning. 

 

30.9-1 Assessing deductive reasoning

Deductive thinking starts from general statements and

argues the acceptance of special cases. In formal logic

books these are often called linear ordering, syllogisms

and  "if..then" statements.  Let's start by defining terms. A

statement (whether it is about the data or premises or

about the conclusion) consists of two terms separated by

a verb: a subject, a verb and a predicate. Thus, the

statement Socrates is a man, has a subject Socrates, a

verb "is" and a predicate man. 

a. Linear ordering

Example 1: An example of linear ordering is:

  Jack is taller than Jill. A tr i f f  i s  m o re  e ffec t ive  fo r

burns than Noburn.

  Jill is taller than Jeff. Noburn is more effective than

Newskin.

  Therefore, Jeff taller Therefore, Atriff is more

  than Jack?  effective than Newskin.

  Valid or invalid? Valid or invalid?

To solve this type of deduction we use diagrams.

Examples are given in Whimbey and Lochhead and by

Halpern

b. Syllogisms

Example 2: An example of the syllogism type is:

1. All men are mortal,

2. Socrates is a man,

3. Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

Valid or invalid?

This syllogism type is very common and has three and

only three, two-term statements. Two are premises and

one is the conclusion. However, by using negatives, by

shifting the sequence, by using the  word "some", we can

create tricky sequences that make it challenging to see

whether the conclusion is valid. 

Example 3:

All communists have radical ideas;

All CIO leaders have radical ideas

Therefore, all CIO leaders are agents for communism.

Valid or invalid?

Halpern defines three key words ("particular," "middle

term" and "distributed") and gives rules for determining

the validity for the conclusion for syllogisms.

 

"Particular" means that the element is modified by the

word "some". Example, Some men.

"Middle term"  is the element not included in the two

elements in the conclusion but included in at least one of

the premises. From Example 2, The conclusion Socrates

is mortal includes the elements Socrates and mortal. The

middle term is man. It appears in the premises but does

not appear in the conclusions.

"Distributed" means an element that is either all inclusive

or all exclusive but not partial or some. Look for the

words  all, no, or not. Here are some examples:

 All A are B. Then A is distributed because "all of A"

are described by the characteristics of B. However, B

is not distributed because there could be some B that

is not A. 

.

No A are B. Both A and B are distributed because

both are characterized as "no".

Some A are not B. B is distributed because it is

modified by "not" A is undistributed.

Some A are B. Both A and B are undistributed.

In Example 3;  communists and CIO leaders are
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Table 30-4: Sorting out the reasoning in

syllogisms

1. If the conclusion is negative, one premise

must be negative (and conversely, if one

premise is negative, the conclusion must be

negative).

2. Any term that is distributed in the conclusion

must be distributed in at least one premise.

3. If both premises contain "some" (are

particular), there is no valid conclusion.

4. If one premise is contains "some" (particular),

the conclusion must be "some" (particular).

5. At least one premise must be affirmative.

6. The middle term must be distributed in at

least one premise. 

Table 30-5 If.. then

For the Given: If... antecedent positive, then...

consequent positive

1) Then If the antecedent positive, 

we conclude that the consequent is positive!

2) Then If the consequent is negative,

we conclude that the antecedent is negative.

*************

Invalid arguments for the same initial Givens:

3) Then If the antecedent is negative,

we cannot conclude anything about the

consequent

Don't deny the antecedent!

4) Then if the consequent is positive, we cannot

conclude anything about the antecedent. 

Don't affirm the consequent!

distributed; radical ideas are undistributed. The middle

term is radical ideas.

The six rules to determine if the conclusion is valid; if the

reasoning is correct are given in Table 30-4.

If you prefer not to use rules, you can use Venn diagrams

or tree diagrams to visually check the validity of the

argument.  Details of drawing Venn diagrams are given by

Halpern (1996) and by Beardsley (1950).

c. If..then situations

An example of "if..then" situations is:

(1) If she is rich, then (2) she wears diamonds; (1) 

She is rich;

Therefore, she wears diamonds.

Valid or invalid?

(1) If the mass transfer is high, 

(2) then boiling occurs

Mass transfer is high,

Therefore, boiling occurs.

Valid or invalid?

In this presentation of the evidence, statement (1) (the "if

statement) is called the antecedent;  statement (2) (the

"then statement") is called the consequent.

This type of reasoning is:

difficult if the statements include negatives. 

For example, 

 (1)  If the mass transfer is low,  

 (2) then the liquid is not boiling;

   The liquid is not boiling.

   What, if anything, can you conclude? 

The general rules for deciding if valid reasoning has been

used for this type of process is given in Table 30-5.

One way to sort this out is to use tree diagrams. Anderson

(1980) gives excellent details about how to do this. 

The general principles for if-then arguments are: locate

the assumption, word it correctly, break it down into

smallest steps; arrange the steps into logical order and

check the assumptions step by step. and then decide if you

accept the assumption.

A variation on the if-then argument is the either-or 

argument. Here we try to generate more than the "either-

or" options that is given. In particular we should beware

that one of the options posed is not a "straw man"

meaning it really isn't an option. The process is 

1. are all the possible alternatives presented and fairly

stated?

2. are the alternatives mutually exclusive?

3. are you willing to accept the evidence and reasoning

submitted in support of the various alternatives
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30.9-2 Assessing statistical methods used for inductive

reasoning

Sackett et al. (1997) and Huff (1954) outline how to do

this. 

30.9-3 Assessing other inductive reasoning methods

In assessing most of the other inductive reasoning

methods from Table 30-1 (circumstantial detail, analogy,

comparison and generalizations) the main concerns are to

ensure that we don't fall into a cloudy reasoning trap.

Table 30-2 should help us. 

30.9-4 Assessing other approaches 

Authority is an argument. Is the authority competent,

prejudiced, reliable definite?

supported from other sources?

supported by argument from specific instances, causal

relationship or analogy?

30.9 Step 6b Diagram the result and assess the quality

of the reasoning

30.9  Step 6c: Assess the strengths of the counter

arguments, assumptions, qualifiers, omitted premises,

consequences and implications , other points-of-view.  

30.11. Step 9: Assess the consequences and

implications

At this stage we have tentatively accepted the conclusion.

We identified the conclusion, assessed  the evidence

supporting it and the reasoning used to link the evidence

with the conclusions. So what? 

What consequences result from the conclusion? Do the

consequences make sense? What are the implications? Do

the implications make sense? If not, then what other

conclusions might we draw that would make more sense? 

30.12 Step 10: Evaluate  

30.13 Using critical thinking to evaluate conclusions

reached by others (and declared in  speeches,

statements and articles) How to read a paper:

Step 1: Read abstract to identify the contribution the

author claims.  Skim read the whole: title and abstract (to

get a quick synopsis of it all), conclusions (summary of

major findings) and introduction (to put the findings in

context); Skim read the theory (and note the model, the

equations and initial and boundary conditions). 

Skim read the experimental and data-gathering  (and

sketch the equipment and sampling conditions)

Step 2. Definitions

As a first step to trying to understand it, here we

concentrate on the theory, experimental, results and

discussion and conclusion. The appendices and

introduction are useful but not essential.

2.1 learn the meaning of terms and symbols. If a list of

nomenclature is not supplied, then create one. The

symbols should be defined unambiguously. Some

common pitfalls in Chemical Engineering are given in

Table 30-6. 

2.2 determine who says what and who believes what.

Sometimes it is not possible to do this because the author

has used such phrases as It is believed that..  It appears

that..   The literature value is... This is supported int he

literature...  The conclusions refute all experimental

evidence reported previously.. 

2.3 separate the measured data from the calculated data.

For example, sometimes it is difficult to control all the

temperature and the pressure. To "correct" for this, the

authors make some assumptions about how the

temperature and pressure affect the data they measured
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Figure 30-4 Analysis of an argument (based on Halpern, 1997)
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Table 30-6: Define terms (in Chemical Engineering)
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and they adjust the measured data based on some assumed

model. What was the model? 

- separate the dependent from the independent variables,

separate the controlled variables from the measured ones. 

- look at the data in each plot and determine what actually

is plotted on the ordinate and the abscissa; 

2.4  list the assumptions made to establish the starting

equations; list the boundary conditions and initial

conditions. What do these conditions represent

physically?

2.5  for the experimental work, understand the setup and

procedure well enough that you could mentally perform

the experiments

2.6 read the appropriate references that the author cited.

What did the original paper say? what does the present

author say that the original paper said? note the region of

application of the equations taken from another source

that are used by the author. is the current author using

them in the appropriate region?

2.7 locate the author's "critical thinking" by finding it in

the sentences leading to the various conclusions in the

results and discussion sections.

2.8 identify which of the author's stated problems did

he/she solve and which were left unsolved. Of the latter,

decide which one the author knew that he/she failed to

solve.

2.9 note the region of application of the author's findings. 

Here are some examples in the context of Chemical

Engineering in Table 30-7.  

2.10 check for typographical errors;  check the equations

and reported results under limiting conditions.

Expressions for the velocity distribution in an annulus

should reduce to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation if the

radius of the inner tube approaches zero, and should

approach the expression for slit flow as the radius

approaches the outer radius.Try to check the equations

based on fundamentals. 

Step 3. Identify the conclusions. Write down the author's

conclusions. Compare them to the objectives. Were all of

the objectives handled? 

Step 4.  Consider the evidence; Determine the facts

Divide the paper into two sections: 1) Theory and

Experimental approach  and the Results, discussion and

conclusions.

4.1 Theory and experimental approach

For Theory, is it possible to do the calculations? Do the

number of variables match the number of equations? Are

the required number of independent boundary and initial

conditions specified? For any equation, are all the terms

consistent in the sense of being scalar, vector or tensor? 

For the experimental approach  we want to establish that

the experiments could be done. Can the variables be

measured?  For example, a report claimed to have

measured the flowrate of an immiscible mixture of oil and

water with a rotameter. Comment: a rotameter cannot

give an accurate measurement of an immiscible fluid.  

Were the measurements taken at a meaningful location?

For example, in a study of the performance of a decanter,

the drop size distribution of an emulsion fed into a

decanter was measured as the mixture left the dispersion

generator. It should have been measured as it entered the

decanter. Are the samples representative?  For example,

probes might be used to withdraw a sample of the

dispersion. However, the velocity with which the sample

is withdrawn should match the local velocity and the

probe will be preferentially wet by one of the fluids and

not by the other. How did the authors account for this? or

did they withdraw a biased sample? 

Often the authors will gloss over the assumptions. he/she

may mistakenly report interpreted or calculated data

instead of reporting the measured data. For example, the

author may have found it difficult to provide constant feed

concentration to a decanter. Hence, he/she adjusts the

data by some assumed model so that all the data reported

are for a constant feed concentration. We need to know

what that model was and the extent to which the

adjustments had to be made. Have they corrected the data

using the very theory they are trying to confirm? 

4.2 Correctness of the results, discussion and conclusions

4.2-1 Consider the quality of the theoretical model or the

hypothesis
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Table 30-7 Region of Application (Chemical Engineering Examples)
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math correct? For example, if finite difference method

was used, did the author change the step-size to prove

that he/she got the same results regardless of step-size?

or If a numerical solution is used, are asymptotic

analytical solutions presented that tend to substantiate

the results, See for example, Acrivos 1962.

Was the correct model used? were the equations correct?

Start from the fundamentals and  list the assumptions

needed to get the equation solved in the paper. Then

compare these assumptions and boundary conditions with

the physical arrangement used in the experiment. For

example, in studying the mass transfer from a flat plate,

they assumed that the concentration of the solute in the

fluid when it first approaches the flat plate of solute is

zero. The experimental work showed, however, that the

fluid lifted from the plate at the leading edge and

impacted on the plate about the centre of the plate, From

here, some of the fluid recycled back over the plate and

joined the feed stream. This would then give an initial

concentration for the solute in the gas at the leading edge

that is not zero. The author did not explain the magnitude

of the recirculation, and in discussion after the

presentation refused to acknowledge that the

experimental conditions did not match the boundary

conditions. 

Perhaps the paper included no experimental work or tests

with reality. That is regrettable because theories are only

theories until they can be substantiated.

4.2-2 Consider the quality of the experimental results

did the authors check for consistency by doing an overall

mass balance. Was the balance within a reasonable

accuracy?  say 2%.

How many numbers were obtained by difference and how

many were actually measured? often investigators will

take the bare minimum number of measurements and

assume that the mass balance is 100% correct and thus

obtain the values for other streams by mass balance

instead of doing independent checks. For example, for the

performance of a decanter, it is relatively easy to

measure the flowrates and concentrations into the

decanter, flowrates out the overflow and out the bottom .

Then both overall and component balances can be

checked. However, numerous investigators measure only

one exit flowrates and two concentrations and calculate

the missing  flowrate by mass balance. If both exit

concentrations are measured, then both exit flowrates

can be calculated by difference based on an assumed

overall mass balance. 

Note the experimental boundary conditions. In particular

note the conditions under which the fluids are first

brought into contact.

Replot the author's data on linear-linear paper to see if

there should be a correlation expected. Recall that log-log

plots can make almost anything look as though it fits a

straight line. 

Consider how the authors treat the rouge points.

Inevitably, some data are away off by themselves. Did the

authors just say,  "forget that point"?  Are there special

conditions that apply only to that point?

4.2-3 Comparing the data with the theory 

are the data comparable to the theory? did the authors

prove that they were?

if the author used data from other workers, are the data

applicable? For example, work on the evaporation of

liquid from a gas-liquid interface for a film flowing down

a flat plate was compared with data for the dissolution of

a solute coated on a flat plate overwhich a film of liquid

flowed. These are not comparable because the local rate

of mass transfer depends on the velocity gradient. In the 

former, the liquid velocity profile is relatively uniform,

perpendicular to the interface and independent of

position from the interface. In the latter, the velocity

gradient is very steep and is increases approximately

linearly with distance from the interface. The two studies

should not be compared. 

are the data given in the paper consistent? cross plot the

same data that are given in tables with data that are

plotted. 

Step 7 Reaching conclusions

Do the data support the conclusions? 

Were cloudy thinking components used in reaching the

conclusions? For example, did the authors appeal to a

prestige author and assumed that his/her approach

would work for them without checking and validating?

Did they use "obviously.." to try to get us to accept

questionable reasoning?

Were more conclusions claimed than the data supported? 

*********************************

In health sciences, one of the important vital trends has

been the Evidence-based medicine movement. This has
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evolved from the early papers of the Department of

Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics (1981), through

the User's Guides multiauthored series (Guyatt et al.,

Hayward et al., Jaeschke et al., Levine et al., Laupacis et

al., Oxman et al., Naylor et al. and Richardson et al.) to

the book by Sackett et al. (1997).   

They classify the wide range of purposes for writing in

health sciences into: 

- does a particular diagnostic test work?

- clinical course and prognosis;

- etiology and causation; diagnosis to identify exact

illness

- achievement test to see if the therapy is working

Details are given in the pertinent literature. Table 30-8 

summarizes some of the key issues in terms of the 10-step

process. The majority of the effort is in Step 4: analysis of

the data. 

Table 30-8 Critical thinking about the medical literature

About diagnostic tests clinical course and

prognosis

etiology and causation therapy that is useful

Step 1:context

described #3. setting

described?

#2 was the referral

pattern described?

#3 clinical patients

described in such detail

that you can decide if the

results apply to your

situation?

Step 2: define terms;

identify criteria

Criteria  #8 issues to

test:

utility?  is the patient

better off? long term

consequences of the

testing

Definitions: #5 is

"normal" defined

sensibly; is it reasonable

to expect a Gaussian

distribution for the data?

or should a percentile

test be used? they

explore gaussian,

percentile, risk factor,

culturally desirable,

diagnostic, therapeutic.

criteria: were objective

criteria selected and

used?

criteria: calculate the

association factor: is it

specific? is it analogous

to previously reported

causal association?

consistency among

different studies?

correct temporal

relationship?

is there a dose-response

gradient? ie when the

dose increases does the

response increase or

decrease? 

does answer make sense

epidemiologically?

does the response make

sense biologically?

criteria:objective

criteria selected and

used:

#2 all clinically relevant

outcomes reported?

statistical significance

(<0.05) sufficient that

the result is real.

clinical significance such

that compared with

control group it will

make a difference for my

patients
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About diagnostic tests clinical course and

prognosis

etiology and causation therapy that is useful

Step 4: #1 independent,

blind comparison with a

gold standard ( by

independent methods)

for diagnosis?

#5 blind outcome

assessment done?

#6 was the desired

adjustment made for

extraneous prognostic

factors?

#1 randomized (and not

just pseudo-

randomized)?

Sampling #2 sampling:

appropriate spectrum of

mild, severe, treated and

untreated disease plus

individuals with different

but commonly confused

disorders?

#1 was an "inception

cohort" assembled that

included both those who

recovered and those who

succumbed?

#3 completeness of the

data: was complete

followup achieved

(>80%)?

#1 strong? use of

randomized clinical trial

****

cohort ? ***

case-control? **

case series? *

completeness: #6 all

patients accounted for?

Details given #7 tactics

for carrying out the test

described in sufficient

detail to permit their

exact replication?

#5 procedure described

in sufficient detail that

know how to administer

the treatment?

#4 issues of the test:

reproducibility

(precision) and its

interpretation

#6, if the test was part of

a series of tests, did this

test add new

information?

Step 9: is the proposed

diagnosis cheaper, more

effective than the gold

standard method.

Avoid arguing in a circle.

Gold standard mustn't

include the diagnostic

test under consideration

detail of table II

*****************************
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30-14 Using critical thinking in Chemical Engineering trouble shooting (from Chapter 6, Woods, Successful Trouble

Shooting for Process Engineers, Wiley 2007)

30-14 general

In evaluating evidence and making decisions about the hypotheses, the reasoning that we use should be
sound.  In this Section we outline an organized eight-step approach to evaluate the reasoning. 
In general, an overall eight-step approach for critical thinking is:  

1. Trigger event
2.  Identify the context.  What are the stated and the inferred contexts.  Are there other pertinent contexts?

2b.  Check the definitions; identify and clarify ambiguous terminology.
3. Classify all the given information into the key parts Write the conclusion. including 3a Change the
argument to show the relationship between the conclusion and the evidence.
4. 5.  Consider the evidence.  What is the quality of the evidence? Is it sufficient? relevant? acceptable?
What are the facts? What are the opinions? Are the correct type of data gathered for the purpose? Usually
the purpose is to test a hypothesis.  Check the evidence.  The evidence is the basis of an argument.
5. 6.  Formulate the assumptions.  
6 7.  Assess the quality of the reasoning.  
  6 b 8.  Assess the strengths of the counterarguments.  
7 State the validity of the conclusion
8. 9.  Evaluate the consequences and implications.

Step 1:  Trigger event

Consider some of Michelle’s reasoning for the case of the cycling column.  At one stage, Michelle is trying
to decide if the control system is at fault.  Her diagnostic action was to “put the control system on manual.” 
When the set point was increased manually, the valve stem on the steam moves up, the liquid level appears
in the sight glass and continues to drop but shortly thereafter the level appears in the glass and is rising. 
I conclude that the control system is not at fault.   

 Step 2:   Identify the context

The given information includes the context, the conclusions, the evidence related to the conclusion, the stated
counterarguments and the stated assumptions.  Later we will add inferred assumptions and counterarguments. 

The context:   the situation.  Supply WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN IS and IS NOT details plus the
equipment and system. 
The conclusion:   that is usually expressed as either what is the cause or what is not the cause. 
The evidence:   collected 
The stated counterarguments:   evidence that disproves a statement or hypothesis that you are trying to prove. 

The assumptions:   a statement for which no proof or evidence is offered.  
The qualifier:   a constraint or restriction or limiting condition on the conclusion.  

Example 30-21:   Classify the information given in the short segment of Case #3, the case of the cycling
column:  
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Context:   a level in the sight gauge at the bottom of a distillation column is cycling.  The frequency is
about once per 2 minutes.  The control system was “put on manual.”
Conclusion:   I conclude that the control system is not at fault.
Evidence:   When the set point was increased manually, the valve stem on the steam moves up, the liquid
level appears in the sight glass and continues to drop but shortly thereafter the level appears in the glass
and is rising.
Stated counterarguments:   none in this passage.
Stated assumptions:   none in this passage.
Inferred assumption:   the control system actually was on manual; the level in the sight glass is related to
the level in the bottom of the column.
Stated qualifier:   none.

What are the stated and the inferred contexts? Are there other pertinent contexts?  The context depends on the
conclusion.   I find it helpful if I sketch a cross-section of the equipment to remind me of the internal
possibilities.  I draw a line around it to define the system showing the ins and outs.  Label specific contexts.

Example 30-22:   in Case #3 the context is that the level in the sight glass cycles.  The distillation column is
as shown in the Case and, for this portion of the evidence, the control system was placed on manual.  Whether
this is included as a qualifier or context depends on how detailed you want to present the argument.  A sketch
of the context is illustrated in Figure 30.14-1.   

 Figure 30.14-1:   Sketch of the system.
This sketch includes more detail around the steam control
valve; it includes the bottoms draw-off and uses the dotted
line to indicate the system.  

Step 2b:   Clarify the meaning of the terminology 

Identify and clarify ambiguous terminology.  Write out your interpretation of any ambiguous words and any
unstated but intended implications.  Check that you understand all the words and terminology.  Often, on
process plants the personnel create jargon words for operations and pieces of equipment.  For example, on one
plant the condensate receiver was called “the pig”.  If you are unfamiliar with the terminology you need to ask
for clarification.  This takes courage.  Use the principles of consistency.

Example 30-23:   in Case #3 the words that Michelle should know include “the set point”, “control system”
and  “on manual”.   On manual = signal from the sensor no longer alters the steam valve setting; manually
change the set point and the valve should respond.  
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Step 3:   Write the conclusion

It is important that the focus of the reasoning is stated clearly.  To locate the stated conclusion look for words
like “therefore,” “because”, “I conclude”, “so” and “thus”.  Usually the conclusion is near the end of dialogue. 
There may be several conclusions each building on another.  Identify the main conclusion.  Write it down so
that we can focus on the conclusion.  The conclusion can be in many different forms.  

- We could be identifying the context and our conclusion is “Therefore, we have correctly identified the
context.” But have we? 
 - We could be monitoring our trouble shooting process and  we conclude “Thus, we have completed the
hypothesis generation stage, now let’s move to the data collection stage.”  But is this correct?
 - We may conclude that “In summary, we have selected a reasonable set of hypotheses from a
brainstorming activity.”  But have we? Are the causes root causes or are some of them symptoms? 
 - We might have listed the symptoms and the hypotheses and concluded that “Therefore, hypothesis #1 is
consistent with the evidence.” But is this a valid conclusion? 
- We might have gathered some evidence and concluded that a hypothesis has been confirmed, denied and
can’t tell.  

Example 30-24:   Michelle’s main conclusion is “I conclude that the control system is not at fault.” The
question is, Is her conclusion valid? 

Label each conclusion.

 Step 4:   Consider the evidence.  

In trying to decide on the validity of Michelle’s conclusion the factors to consider include:   What is the quality
of the evidence? Is it sufficient? relevant? acceptable? What are the facts? What are the opinions? Are the
correct type of data gathered for the purpose? Usually the purpose is to test a hypothesis.  Check the evidence. 
A diagram usually helps.

a Identify the evidence

Label each assertion.  Sometimes several assertions appear in the same sentence.  Separate each one.  Don’t
give a separate number to the same assertion even though the same assertion might be stated several times. 
Give numerals to conclusions, counterarguments and assumptions.  

Example 30-25:   For Case #3
[With  the control system on manual, 2].
 [When the set point was increased manually, 3]
[ the valve stem on the steam moves up, 4],
[ the liquid level appears in the sight glass and continues to drop but shortly thereafter the level appears
in the glass and is rising.  5] 
 [I conclude that the control system is not at fault, 1]

b Check for consistency

Our basis is consistency.  Systematically scan over the different elements for consistency.    1) Label facts,
opinions and remove the opinion from opinionated facts.  2) Check for causeºeffect consistency.  3) Check
that definitions did not change in different parts of the argument; that symbols are not defined one way and used
another; that a variable is not treated as a constant; that a principle is not applied beyond its range of
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applicability, that an assumption is not made and then it is violated, that coupled variables are not treated as
independent.

Example 30-26:   for Case #3 and Michelle’s reasoning:   
[With  the control system on manual, 2].
[When the set point was increased manually, 3]
[ the valve stem on the steam moves up, 4],
is consistent with behavior of a control system.
Inference:   [ if the set point is kept constant, 6], [the valve stem position is constant, 7], [the steam flow is
constant, 8].  

c Which evidence is pertinent?

The overall context is to find the cause of the cycling level in the bottoms of the column.  Therefore any
evidence gathered should relate to what does and does not affect the level of liquid in the bottoms of the
column.  Here we focus on the hypotheses-symptom-action chart from the Trouble Shooter’s Worksheet. 
Alternatively we consider the symptom»cause data given in the text Successful Trouible Shooting, Woods,
Wiley, Chapter 3.  Some might prefer to use a diagram to illustrate the symptom with all the related possible
causes/hypotheses.  
Example 30-27:    for Case #3, Figure 30.14-2 is an example of symptom»cause diagram.

Figure 30.14-2:   Symptom»cause chart for Case #3
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d Diagram the argument

Scriven and Halpern (1996) take different approaches in diagraming an argument.  Scriven places the evidence
at the top of the page and moves down the page to a conclusions.  Halpern places the conclusion at the top and
uses different evidence to “support” the conclusion.  Here are some suggestions:  
- Use the numbers for the evidence and conclusions that were used in Section a.
- Connect evidence to conclusions with an arrow with separate arrows for each different form of evidence.  
- Rate the quality of the support that the evidence lends to the conclusion:   weak, moderate, strong and write
this rating on the arrow connecting the evidence to the conclusion.
- Include assumptions.  I use a dotted line if the assumption is inferred.
- Include the counter-arguments with a wiggly line.

Example 30-28:   Case #3 Figure 30.14-3 shows a diagram of the arguments related to Michelle’s thinking
during the example scenario.

Figure 30.14-3 Diagram of the arguments
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Step 5:   Formulate the assumptions.  

An assumption is a statement for which no proof or evidence is offered.  Consider each bit of evidence and the
resulting conclusion and identify the inferred assumptions.  This should include  the assumptions made by  a) 
you, b)  the designer, c)  the process operator, d)  the laboratory analysis team, e)  the instrument technicians,
f)  the maintenance personnel and g)  vendor.  Show the assumptions on the diagram.
Example 30-29:   Case #3:   Michelle has assumed:  

- valve stem movement = valve opening; the seat is connected to the valve stem [9]
- the steam pressure from the utilities plant (and at the Battery Limits) is constant [10]
These are shown in Figure 30.14-3 as dotted lines

Step 6:   Assess the quality of the reasoning.  

Consider the reasoning related to:   i) the symptoms; ii) the symptom»cause relationships; iii) the data gathered
to test the hypothesis or probable causes; iv) the assumptions and v) the conclusion.
Focus on the assumptions and on consistency.

 Use a chart of the arguments to guide the analysis. Consider each of the components in turn.

i) The symptoms.  Were the symptoms correctly identified in Step 4a.   In the Case #3, we have no reason now
to alter the symptom.  There is an assumption related to the symptom, and shown on Figure 30.14-2 as a dotted
line:   cycling in the level in the sight glass = cycling in the level in the bottoms =? cycling in the level in the
reboiler.  This was noted but not addressed.

ii) The symptom»cause relationships.  Revisit Chapter 3 in Woods’ text on trouble shooting and see if any
pertinent causes have been omitted.  Also check that the diagram is consistent.   Recall that symptom»cause
evidence is where many mistakes are made because, although the causeºsymptom connection is valid, the
reverse (symptom»cause) is not always true since multiple causes can display the same symptoms.  
Example 30-30:   Case #3:   reconsider 3.3, reboilers; 3.4 distillation and 3.5 steam traps.

Section 3.3 reboilers:   general:  
“Cycling (30 s - several minutes duration) steam flow, cycling pressure on the process side & , for columns, cycling Äp

and cycling level in bottoms”:   instrument fault/ condensate in instrument sensing lines/ surging/ [foaming]* in kettle

& thermosyphon/ liquid maldistribution/ steam trap problems, see 3.5, with orifice Äp across trap < design/ temperature

sensor at the feed zone in a distillation column/ collapsed tray in a distillation column.  

[foaming]*:   surfactants present/ surface tension positive system/ operating too close to the critical temperature and

pressure of the species/ dirt and corrosion solids.

 
Section 3.3 reboiler:   thermosyphon:  
“Cycling (30 s - several minutes duration) steam flow, cycling pressure on the process side & , for columns, cycling Äp

and cycling level in bottoms”:   in addition to general, all natural circulation systems are prone to surging/ feed contains

high w/w% of high boilers/ vaporization-induced fouling/ constriction in the vapor line to the distillation column.  For

horizontal thermosyphon:   maldistribution of fluid temperature and liquid.

Section 3.4 distillation:   Only lists cycling temperatures:  
“Cycling of column temperatures:  ” controller fault/ collapsed tray/[damaged trays]*/ [jet flooding]*/ [foaming]*/

[downcomer flooding]*/ [dry trays]* [jet flooding]*:   excess loading/ fouled trays/ plugged holes in tray/ restricted

transfer area/ poor vapor distribution/ wrong introduction of feed fluid/ [foaming]*/ feed temperature too cold/

high boilup/ entrainment of liquid because of excessive vapor velocity through the trays/water in a hydrocarbon

column; [downcomer flooding]*:   excessive liquid load/ restrictions/ inward leaking of vapor into downcomer/

wrong feed introduction/ poor design of downcomers on bottom trays/ unsealed downcomers/ [foaming]*; 

[foaming]*:   surfactants present/ surface tension positive system/ operating too close to the critical temperature

and pressure of the species/ dirt and corrosion solids.  [Dry trays]*:   flooded above/  insufficient reflux/ low
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feedrate/ high boilup / feed temperature too high.  [Damaged trays]*:   leak of water into high molar mass process

fluid/ large slugs of water from leaking condensers or steam reboilers/ startup with level in bottoms > design/

attempt to overcome flooding by pumping out bottoms at high rate/ too rapid a depressurization of column/

unexpected change in phase.

Section 3.5 steam traps.
No specific entries for “cycling” 
“No condensate discharge”:   bypass open or leaking/ scale in the orifice/ plugged strainer/ inlet pressure too high/

for inverted bucket trap, bucket vent clogged, incorrect Äp across the orifice.
Comment:  

The focus in Figure 30.14-2 was on the causes related primarily with the control system.  The bold items
listed above do not seem to be explicitly included in the chart.  Scrutiny of these suggests that no major
issues have been left out considering Michelle’s purpose in creating this chart.

iii) The data gathered to test the hypothesis or probable causes. Check the evidence from the questions and
tests that were gathered.  The general options and the biases and interpretation issues weres analyzed in Step
4.  
Example 30-31:   Case #3

 From Figure 30.14-3 we note that Michelle focussed on evidence [2], [3] and [4].  She inferred [6] and [7]. 
She should have explicitly checked this by setting the flow = constant; noting if the valve stem was constant
and then checked for cycling [5].  Because Michelle did not do this explicitly, conclusion [8] is not proven. 
What Michelle should have concluded from evidence [3] and [4] is that the signal to the steam valve works.
If she had shown that the steam flow is constant and yet the level cycles [5], then she could conclude that
the steam control system is not at fault [1].

 
iv) The assumptions.  Focus on the assumptions and on consistency.

Example 30-32:   Case #3
The two assumptions Michelle noted were [9] and [10].  Assumption [9] would have been easy to check.  

v) The conclusion.  Strong evidence should support the conclusion; or a large collection of weak to moderate
evidence.  There should be no strong counterarguments nor no strong assumptions.  

b Common faults in reasoning

Table 30-1 and 2 lists some common faults in reasoning.

 Step 7:   Assess the strengths of the counterarguments.  

Use What if? counterexamples to help clarify the reasoning.  These can be the reverse of the assumptions.

 Step 8:   Evaluate the consequences and implications.

Once we have accepted a valid conclusion, explore the So Whats? In most trouble shooting situations this means
identify another feasible cause or, once the cause has been identified, to suggest remedial or corrective action. 
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